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 Lunar Habitat Shoes 
 Creators: Blake Butz, Connor McSorley, 

 Patrick Ma 

 Couvillon 
 Dallas Jesuit 

 Prototype Picture 

 The main features of these lunar shoes 
 is that they are light, have good 
 traction, are comfortable, have ESD 
 material to prevent static electricity, 
 and allow for arch support. 

 As opposed to traditional rubber that 
 prevents electricity from easily passing 
 through it, Electrostatic Discharge 
 (ESD) rubber allows for the passage of 
 electricity, preventing build up. 

 The shoe provides a polyurethane rubber 
 sole in combination with an ESD flooring 
 to minimize the electrical charge on the 
 astronaut and offers good traction. Our 
 shoe provides arch support with an insole 
 that is also ESD friendly and is fairly 
 breathable for maximum comfort. 

 In addition to arch support, our shoe 
 offers a flexible and lightweight shell 
 making it easy to store. The shoe 
 provides safe and durable footwear for 
 the astronauts using them on the lunar 
 habitat. We based our design off of a 
 water shoe which makes it fairly easy to 
 clean as well as providing good traction. 

 Features of The Shoe: 

 By combining all of the 
 above-mentioned specifications, we 
 plan to create a shoe perfectly 
 suited for a lunar habitat. The sole 
 is made from polyurethane rubber 
 which is an ESD Material. The rest 
 of the shoe is made from a 
 neoprene fabric which allows the 
 shoe to be breathable and 
 lightweight compared to other 
 materials using the same sole. 



Lunar Habitat Shoes
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Develop the shoes the astronauts will wear in the lunar

habitat and the inside surface of the habitat they will

walk on. Shoes for the inside of the lunar habitat must

provide good traction, be light weight, have no spikes

or sharp edges that could damage the walking surface

or puncture the inflated habitat, be made of

non-flammable materials, must have some kind of arch

support, easy to put on and take o�, must not build up

static electricity, good insulation from the floor but

minimizes sweaty feet, arch support, less padding so

that bones are able to receive more shock despite low

weight, Choose a flexible, cleanable material for the

floor of the habitats. While these shoes may have many

similarities to many existing shoes, I know that no

other shoe would fit all of the astronauts’ Lunar habitat

The Material
Our sole is made out of ESD rubber. This rubber

dissipates static electricity. This will allow for the

astronauts to walk around without moon dust being

tracked around in the lunar habitat.

The scooba booty is the main structure because it is

cheap and has the same materials.

Demonstration Link:
https://youtu.be/01VtKI5uknc

This is our CAD model for our sole

And this is our finished mold

https://youtu.be/01VtKI5uknc


Details of the Design
The main purpose of our
Lunar Shoe is to have a
high amount of friction

between the shoe and the
ground in a lunar habitat.
So our sole is made of a

low durometer silicone to
be able to have a higher

coefficient of friction
between the ground and

the shoe. 
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Reed Vilar

Our shoe also will have
Nomex make up the

fabric of the shoe, this is
important to be able to
handle the stress of the
force in the step and still
being fire resistant which

is essential in space. 



Details Continued 
 The sole will be glued to

the Nomex with a
specialized silicone glue

made specifically for
binding rubber and fabric
together. The top of the
shoe will feature velcro

straps to open and close
the shoe. The size of the

shoe will be a general
size rather than regular

size fittings.

More Information!
For much more

information and an in
depth look at our design
process check out our

website!
 

Feel free to contact us at
glenelglunarhabitatshoes@

gmail.com

Materials and
Assembly

Our materials for our shoe
follows. Silicone, Nomex,

Silicone glue, Velcro
adhesive straps, and Nylon
monofilament for sewing it
together. For the assembly,
the sole will be glued to the
fabric and then the edges

sewn down. Then the
velcro straps will be

attached on top of the
Nomex and sewn in.

 





























Meet the members of the Lunar Loafers!
Lorcan Bergeron: Project Manager

Jeremiah Williams: Lead CAD Designer

Aiden Gaynor: Note Taker
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Edgardo Velasquez
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Description of the Project
We created a lunar shoe that's made for a habitat on 
the moon. The shoe is made to be static resistant, 
inflammable, have good traction, while being 
comfortable. We partnered up with Xero Shoes and 
Sparco. We were able to obtain shoes that fit the 
different requirements we need. While the xero shoes 
have traction and were light weight, the racing shoes 
are flame and static resistant. The Xero Shoes were 
also much easier to put on and take off. Both shoes 
were pretty simple to clean but the racing shoes were 
better.  

Our idea was to try and find a way to use both shoes 
to make a prototype that fits all of the requirements 
we accomplished this with our design. Using the 
Sparco top of the shoe, we removed the laces and 
added velcro to make it easier to put on and take off. 
One of the adjustments we made was to cut of the top 
extra material of the shoe to make it lighter and 
easier on/off. We designed a sole on solidworks and 
printed it out using TPU so it could flex and fit to the 
bottom of the shoe. 
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